LIBRARIANS MEETING
May.l7, 1994, 2 p.m.
Library Conference
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The next Librarians Meeting will be on Monday, June
13th at 2:00 p.m., and the chair will be Jackie Jackson.

5.
Announcements were covered first.
Kathy Arsenault reported Bill Heller gave the go·ahead to
invite the 3 candidates for Director who were chosen as
finalists. Deb Henry reported 3 BJ200 printers have arrived
and discussion followed about wpere to locate them. Deb
also suggested that we should wait until the next fiscal
year to take advantage of a First Search offer recently
received, since we had had no opportunity to use and
estimate the value of the first block of searches purchased.
Deb received notice from Monica.Metz·Wiseman about reference
service being available via E·mail. Monica said book
renewals were also possible. Jackie Shewmaker reported
there had been no discussion of this at eire meetings.
Jackie Jackson briefly reported on her vacation trip and
that she had bden unable to get into either the Moscow or
Lenin libraries. Jerry Notaro reported on FLA. He said
there have been new ADA developments in AV equipment in
which voice book scanning can be saved on disc. However,
there are copyright problems. Everything is going to
wireless and there are many new developments in laser
videos, etc.
1.
Equipment for the new building: Jackie Shewmaker
urges all to finish the furniture & equipment wish lists.
We might not get we all ask for, so think big. Kathy
Arsenault led a discussion about books in process of being
cataloged. A "routed" message is given now instead of the
previ0us one which said the book was in SP eire. Be careful
checking out/in ·· these must be browsed. Kathy also said
she needs suggestions for busy work for Margaret & Karilyn
since the work she's provided is now cornpleJ;e. Jerry Notaro
has heard that Jeanne Heller will be here for summer. There
will be work for her to do with archives and IMC material.
2.
SAIL conference:· Deb Henry reported on her SAIL
(IAMSLIC) workshop/conference where she attended meetings &
obtained several information sources from librarians, local
scientists, and researchers. The subjects included free
lending, marine mammal strandings, oil spills & developments
in cleanups (using microbes), aquaculture, NOAA Florida Bay
Project wetlands research program database and copyright
issues. Deb may help with collecting for the NOAA FB

project. In discussions on copyright, it was st"r-ongly
suggested that librarians post several obvious warning signs
(a Texas university was heavily fined for copyright
infringement).
3.
CD-Rom report: Kathy Arsenault
Pricing is very complicated. We can get grants if we
qualify in arts & humanities (by having l2N number of
periodical material). The offer is good for 6 months. We
may also work on trade-off arrangement with Tampa on Ethics
CD-Rom.
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